The mechanisms underlying evolutionary changes in protein length are poorly understood. Protein domains are lost and gained between species and must have arisen first as within-species polymorphisms. Here, we use Drosophila melanogaster population genomic data combined with between species divergence information to understand the evolutionary forces that generate and maintain polymorphisms causing changes in protein length in D. melanogaster. Specifically, we looked for protein length variations resulting from premature termination codons (PTCs) and stop codon losses (SCLs). We discovered that 438 genes contained polymorphisms resulting in truncation of the translated region (PTCs) and 119 genes contained polymorphisms predicted to lengthen the translated region (SCLs). Stop codon polymorphisms (SCPs) (especially PTCs) appear to be more deleterious than other polymorphisms, including protein amino acid changes. Genes harboring SCPs are in general less selectively constrained, more narrowly expressed, and enriched for dispensable biological functions. However, we also observed exceptional cases such as genes that have multiple independent SCPs, alleles that are shared between D. melanogaster and Drosophila simulans, and high-frequency alleles that cause extreme changes in gene length. SCPs likely have an important role in the evolution of these genes.
Introduction
Genetic variation in natural populations has long been a source of interest to both population biologists and functional geneticists, and the genus Drosophila has been a system of choice for describing such variation (Timofeev-Ressovsky H and Timofeev-Ressovsky NW 1927; Timofeev-Ressovsky 1930; Dubinin et al. 1937; Ives 1945; Spencer 1947) . Natural variations allow one to infer patterns of gene flow, migration, and selection. In addition, alleles discovered in natural populations have been used as tools to elucidate molecular mechanisms of specific phenotypes-for example, meiotic mutants from natural populations (Sandler et al. 1968 ). More recently, effort has focused on determining what specific genetic changes have led to adaptation between and within species. One hotly debated question is whether protein sequence, copy number, or gene regulation are more likely to be the genetic basis of adaptation (Prud'homme et al. 2007; Wray 2007; Emerson et al. 2008) . However, the evolutionary role of genetic variants that lead to deviations from annotated gene modelssuch as the position of initiation codons, splicing junctions, and stop codons-has received relatively little attention considering the potential impact of such variants on gene function. Alleles containing premature termination codons (PTCs) are well characterized as the genetic cause of many human diseases including retinosis pigmentosa (Chang and Kan 1979; Rosenfeld et al. 1992 ) and beta-thalassemia and so have been of particular interest to the genetics of human disease, but the prevalence of such changes within and between populations is rarely studied.
We expect the functional consequences of stop codon polymorphisms (SCPs)-in particular PTCs-on the affected gene to be at least as severe as those caused by nonsynonymous ª The Author(s) 2011. Published by Oxford University Press on behalf of the Society for Molecular Biology and Evolution. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/ 3.0), which permits unrestricted non-commercial use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited. mutations and more severe than those caused by synonymous mutations. This is because transcripts of genes carrying PTCs are expected to undergo nonsense-mediated decay (Chang et al. 2007) , which results in loss of gene expression and function. In humans, stop codons occurring more than 50 bases prior to the final exon-exon junction are silenced by nonsense-mediated decay (Nagy and Maquat 1998) . This process occurs in all organisms in which it has been studied (Chang et al. 2007 ), but the trigger for nonsense-mediated decay is not as clear in other organisms as it is in humans (Gatfield et al. 2003; Behm-Ansmant et al. 2007) . If transcripts harboring PTCs are not targeted by nonsense-mediated decay, they will likely still be deleterious because of the loss of 3# protein domains or dissociation from 3# untranslated region regulatory elements. The stop codon of a transcript may also be lost (stop codon loss, SCL), leading to either downregulation of expression through the nonstop decay pathway (Vasudevan et al. 2002) or an expansion of the open reading frame. Nonstop decay results in posttranscriptional degradation of transcripts without an in-frame stop codon prior to the polyadenylation signal and is conserved throughout eukaryotes (Gatfield et al. 2003) . SCLs that are not silenced could acquire novel downstream structural or regulatory sequence elements that might alter protein expression or function.
The length of the open reading frame of genes has clearly changed over evolutionary time (Yandell et al. 2006) . It has been observed that divergence in the length of coding regions is disproportionately found at the beginnings and ends of genes (Bjorklund et al. 2005; Weiner et al. 2006) , with the latter possibly caused by either loss or gain of the stop codon. The fact that we observe such changes between species implies that they must first arise as within-species polymorphisms. But where do these SCPs first arise within populations and genomes, and what is their evolutionary fate after they arise? Previous work has documented the number and frequency of polymorphisms causing changes in the position of termination codons in humans. Yamaguchi-Kabata et al. (2008) used human database single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) data (Sherry et al. 1999 ) and found 1,183 SNPs resulting in PTCs, 581 of which were predicted to trigger nonsense-mediated decay and were thus annotated as null alleles. They also observed 119 polymorphisms causing SCLs, which typically led to short expansions of the open reading frames. SCPs were found at a lower density (polymorphic site per mutable site) than nonsynonymous amino acid changes, implying that SCPs are more likely to be deleterious than changes to amino acid sequence. In another study, Yngvadottir et al. (2009) genotyped a subset of the SNPs reported above in order to measure allele frequency of these SNPs and confirmed that PTCs were generally at low frequency and evenly distributed within the coding region of the proteins they were found in. Finally, the 1000 human genomes project has cataloged additional PTCs in the human population (Durbin et al. 2010 ).
The population genetics of null alleles has long been an area of interest in Drosophila (Voelker et al. 1980; Langley et al. 1981; Burkhart et al. 1984) , and a number of individual SCPs have been described and characterized in detail (Begun and Lindfors 2005; Lazzaro 2005; Kelleher and Markov 2009) . However, SCPs have not yet been described in Drosophila on a genome-wide scale. This analysis will provide a useful contrast to human data in an experimentally tractable organism, providing a unique opportunity to determine the functional importance and fitness impacts of SCPs observed in natural populations. With the advent of nextgeneration sequencing technology, we are now able to describe thousands of natural variants in Drosophila simultaneously. Recently, 37 whole genomes from a population of Drosophila melanogaster near Raleigh, North Carolina, USA (RAL), and 7 genomes from a population in Malawi, Africa (MW), have been resequenced as part of the Drosophila Population Genomics Project (DPGP) (www.dpgp.org; Langley et al. 2012) . Additionally, six genomes of D. melanogaster's close relative, D. simulans (Begun et al. 2007) , and ten other species of Drosophila (Clark et al. 2007 ) have been sequenced and annotated, providing a wealth of data for inferring the evolutionary history of within-species variation. In contrast to previous surveys of natural variants (e.g., Sandler et al. 1968) , the described alleles from these 44 D. melanogaster genomes are preserved in living stocks, which can be rapidly leveraged toward functional work. This represents an unparalleled resource for answering questions about the origin, maintenance, and functional impact of natural variants on a genomic scale.
Here, we describe one type of variation that was uncovered in the DPGP sequencing project: SNPs that cause changes in the position of the stop codon (SCPs). Our observations generally supported our a priori hypothesis that the sampled SCPs are, as a group, selected against, and generally more deleterious than other types of SNPs. However, we did find a number of alleles that were exceptions to this pattern, such as alleles that have been segregating since before the split between D. melanogaster and D. simulans, high frequency-derived alleles and alleles at high frequency despite causing large changes in the original gene model. We also found 56 genes carrying more than two alleles with different stop codon positions. The evolution of these genes may be strongly affected by changes in gene model. Furthermore, the alleles described in this study are available in living stocks, providing an opportunity to directly measure the phenotypic consequences of stop codon variation.
Materials and Methods

Characterizing SCPs within D. melanogaster
We used FlyBase version 5.16 for gene model annotations (Tweedie et al. 2009 ), giving a total of 14,072 annotated protein-coding genes. For each gene model, we searched through the 44 D. melanogaster genomes from DPGP (www.dpgp.org; Langley et al. 2012 ) and identified genes that varied across the 44 genomes with respect to the position of the stop codon. To avoid conflating other changes in gene structure with changes in the stop codon, we removed from consideration any alleles that had splice sites or initiation codons that differed from the reference annotation. For genes with more than one isoform, we determined which isoforms were affected. If the genomic position of a variant was the same for multiple isoforms, we only considered the isoform with the longest coding region when calculating statistics on the changes in gene model. For each allele, we counted the number of lines agreeing or disagreeing with the reference annotations for North American (Raleigh, ''RAL'') and African (Malawi, ''MW'') populations, respectively. It is worth noting that although all the major chromosomes of the 37 Raleigh strains were sequenced, only some chromosomes were sequenced from each of the nine Malawi strains. This resulted in seven first (X), six second (2L and 2R), and five third (3L and 3R) chromosomes in the Malawi population. We then defined each allele with respect to the allele frequency across both populations. If the minor allele was the shorter one, we considered the polymorphism to be a PTC, whereas if the minor allele was the longer of the two, we considered the polymorphism to be an SCL. We considered polarizing with respect to the ancestral state but were concerned that this would bias against alleles of rapidly evolving genes. The ancestral state of these genes is difficult to determine due to the poor alignment between distantly related species (D. yakuba/D. erecta) with fast-evolving sequences. Indeed, we found nearly half of our alleles dropped out of the analysis when we included D. yakuba and D. erecta as the outgroup lineage (see Results). There were nine alleles that would have a different definition if we had polarized with respect to the ancestral state (designated ''Ancestor minor'' in supplementary table 2, Supplementary Material online). The reference genome carried a minor PTC allele in 8 cases and a minor SCL allele in 13 cases (designated ''Reference Minor'' in supplementary table 2, Supplementary Material online), though the reference genome was not included as an allele in the population for our analyses.
For alleles with an SCL and an annotated 3# untranslated region, the ''expanded region'' for a given allele was defined as the downstream transcribed sequence until one of three features was encountered: 1) an in-frame stop codon, 2) an uncalled (''N'') base that would have been an in-frame stop codon assuming the genome matched the reference genome, and 3) the end of the known transcribed region. If no stop codon was encountered before an annotated polyadenylation site, the gene was labeled as a target of nonstop decay and was not included in the expansion length analysis. In total, we predicted four alleles to undergo nonstop decay and could not confirm nonstop decay status for another 90 alleles because there was no 3# untranslated region sequence data available or the region did not contain a polyadenylation site.
We estimated the density of SCPs following Yngvadottir et al. (2009) . Density represents the proportion of sites in which an SNP resulted in a PTC or SCL. The density of PTCs is the number of observed PTCs divided by 2,387,149-the number of sites in the genome that can mutate directly to a stop codon (one mutable site for all codons in annotated genes that are one mutational step away from one of the three stop codons except TGG, which has two mutable sites). For SCLs, the density is the observed number of SCLs divided by the number of unique stop codons across all the isoforms of all genes (total 42,315 sites).
Allele frequency for each polymorphism was estimated as the proportion of the minor allele among all available alleles. Each DPGP assembly is missing data for some lines due to assembly problems and/or low sequencing quality. We controlled for the resulting variation in allelic coverage (the number of genomes at each site that have data) by removing sites with allelic coverage below 20 from the entire data set. We also used maximum likelihood methods to estimate the number of minor alleles if all alleles were available, assuming minor allele counts have a hypergeometric distribution. This method was only applied to Raleigh and all D. melanogaster samples. Our observations were consistent between the two methods and we only present the former. We contrasted the frequency of SCPs, with that of nonsynonymous and synonymous SNPs ( fig. 1 ) from the DPGP data set. Among the annotated genes in version 5.16, there are 16 genes with PTCs in the annotated coding regions of the reference annotations and 12 genes that do not have a stop codon at the end of the reference annotated translated region. These 28 genes were excluded from our analysis (supplementary table 1, Supplementary Material online).
Error/Sequence Quality Control Release 1.0 of the DPGP data consists of fastq files, where the quality score of a base is derived from the quality of the Illumina reads covering that base and the quality of the consensus assembly at that base. The scoring system is based on Phred quality scores where a score of Q50 indicates an estimated 1/100,000 error rate (Ewing et al. 1998) . We used SNPs surrounding our SCPs to estimate the expected distribution of quality data for SNPs. The median of the distribution is Q50 with scores ranging from a minimum of Q30 to a maximum of Q74 (supplementary fig. 1 , Supplementary Material online, orange).
We calculated above that 2,387,149 bp could mutate to become a stop codon. Because we are calling bases independently across an average of 44 genomes, this is a total of approximately 103 million bases that could become stop codons. If all of these bases had the median Phred quality score of Q50 (1/100,000 error rate), then 1,026 bases would be incorrectly called as PTCs. We used an empirical distribution of quality scores for polymorphic bases in the 44 genomes to determine how many total false-positive mutations would be expected. Given this distribution, we expect about 7,026 false-positive PTCs would be called, and most of them (5,095) would have quality scores below Q40. Given that we actually observed 2,104 PTCs across the genomes (across all quality scores), the error rate is likely lower than calculated above. We found that PTC SNPs had lower quality scores than other SNPs, with an apparent excess of SNPs with quality scores less than 40 (supplementary fig. 1A , Supplementary Material online). However, the experimental distribution of quality scores for observed SCPs is not consistent with the expectation if most of the SCPs called were errors (supplementary fig. 1B , Supplementary Material online), implying that most SCPs we have observed are not errors.
We went on to sequence 73 alleles chosen randomly from the different quality score classes and found that alleles with a quality score below 40 were usually false positives (3/12 alleles were validated). Conversely, alleles with a quality score of 40 or greater were validated the majority of the time (29/46), and alleles with quality above 60 were validated in 12/15 cases. We decided to pursue the remaining analyses having discarded all alleles with a quality score below 40, as these alleles were mostly erroneous. Although some of the remaining alleles are likely false positives, we are confident that the majority of them are true positive. We also did all analyses with a more conservative data set in which polymorphisms called in only a single line were removed (table 1, nonsingletons). As each SNP is called using an independent sequencing data set for each line, it is extremely unlikely that the same error would be found in more than a single line provided that error is random. Furthermore, we found that there was no difference in quality scores between nonsingleton and singleton alleles, implying no obvious bias in base calling across genomes. We used the same quality score cutoff (Q40) for other types of SNPs (nonsynonymous, synonymous, and noncoding) that were used to contrast with SCPs.
Phylogenetic Analyses
For each SCP, we asked whether the sequenced genome of other Drosophila species in the melanogaster subgroup shared the major or minor allele from the D. melanogaster population. This allowed us to infer which of the extant D. melanogaster alleles are newly derived versus shared with D. simulans. We used the multispecies whole-genome alignment (D. melanogaster, D. simulans, D. yakuba, and D. erecta) created for the DPGP genome project (Langley et al. 2012) . In order to infer the age of the origin for an SCP, we required that a base that is polymorphic in D. melanogaster has data available (not an ''N'' or deletion) in at least one D. simulans genome and either the D. yakuba or D. erecta genomes in the multispecies alignment. For analyses using an outgroup, we used the D. yakuba data if available, and if it was not available, we used the D. erecta data. Alleles without sufficient data were designated as ''missing data'' ( fig. 4 ). If fixed, the D. simulans allele was required to be the same as the D. yakuba/D. erecta allele. Nineteen alleles that violated this rule were given the designation of ''ambiguous history.'' The age of the remaining alleles were annotated (with the assumption of only a single mutation leading to the allele) as having arisen in the ancestor of D. simulans and D. melanogaster, in the ancestor of the FIG. 1.-The allele frequency spectra for SCPs are skewed toward rare alleles. PTC (violet) and SCL (green) polymorphisms are enriched for rare alleles. SCPs are more likely to be at low frequency than synonymous SNPs (dark orange). In addition, PTCs-but not SCLs-are more skewed than highly constrained nonsynonymous SNPs (light orange). (Watterson 1975) . Accordingly, in the chi-square test table, we applied this correction to the sample size of each population.
Population Genetics Analyses of Genes with SCPs
The GC content of each gene was estimated as the proportion of GC bases in the coding regions annotated in the reference D. melanogaster genome. The Codon bias index Fop (frequency of optimal codons) was estimated with CodonW (Peden 1999) . We used PAML (version 4; Yang 1997) to estimate the lineage-specific substitution rate on the D. melanogaster and D. simulans lineage, using D. yakuba as the outgroup. For each gene, we used the two D. melanogaster and two D. simulans alleles with the highest allelic coverage per base pair (e.g., the proportion of bases that are not missing data) together with the D. yakuba allele, to estimate dN/dS on the D. melanogaster branch. This prevents within-species polymorphism from inflating the estimate of the substitution rate. dN/dS estimates tend to have larger variance when there is not enough information. We thus removed estimates for genes that have fewer than 100 sites (nonsynonymous plus synonymous sites) included in the PAML analysis or whose dS estimates are below 0.001. To account for the variation in allelic coverage in the D. melanogaster genomes, Tajima's D (Tajima 1989 ) was calculated as the sum of Tajima's D for each allelic coverage class normalized by the square root of the number of allelic classes. We also calculated Tajima's D and estimated dN/dS for protein-coding genes without SCPs using the DPGP polymorphism data and multispecies alignment. All statistical analyses were done using R version 2.8 (www.r-project.org).
Gene Expression Analysis
In order to determine 1) whether genes having SCPs were likely to be expressed more or less broadly than other genes and 2) genes having SCPs were enriched in certain tissues, we used multiple tissue microarray data from FlyAtlas (www. flyatlas.org; Chintapalli et al. 2007 ). We downloaded the raw data from the FlyAtlas gene expression database then categorized each gene as 1) protein coding, 2) protein coding and harboring an SCL or PTC, and 3) nonprotein coding. For the rest of the analysis, we excluded nonprotein-coding genes.
To test for broadness of expression, we used the FlyAtlas ''present'' call data. The FlyAtlas data consist of four duplicate arrays for each tissue type tested. Each gene is called as either present or not on each array. Therefore, a given gene can have a present call score from 0/4 to 4/4. We declared a gene as expressed if it was called as present in 3/4 or 4/4 of the arrays in at least one of the probes for that gene. We first asked how many tissues a gene was called as present in and calculated the means and variances for PTCs, SCLs, and all protein-coding genes. Next, we used a contingency test (chi-square test) to ask whether the most broadly expressed category (i.e., present call in all tissues) or the least expressed category (i.e., present call in zero tissues) were enriched among PTCs and SCLs compared with the remaining protein-coding genes.
To determine if any single tissue was enriched among SCPs, we used the raw expression data from FlyAtlas to determine what the most highly expressed tissue was for each gene. We then asked whether there was an excess or paucity of SCPs expressed at their highest level in any given tissue compared with the total genes annotated as being expressed in at least one tissue (Fisher's exact test). We then corrected for the number of tissue types tested (10) using the Bonferroni adjustment (Abdi 2007) .
Gene Ontology Analysis
We used the online gene ontology (GO) functional annotation tool DAVID to determine if the genes were enriched for any biological, cellular, or molecular functional terms (Huang da et al. 2009 ). We used the FATGO annotation categories, which give extra weight to GO terms that are more specific (e.g., less weight is given to broad GO terms such as ''cellular component'' and more weight is given to specific terms such as ''vesicle''). DAVID uses a modified Fisher's exact test called the EASE score to test for enrichment (Dennis et al. 2003) . We separately uploaded the list of genes found to contain PTCs and SCLs to DAVID's servers, bulk-downloaded the resulting enriched GO categories, and then ranked the results by P value to obtain a list of the top enriched categories for each gene list.
Annotation with InterProScan
We used the program InterProScan (Quevillon et al. 2005) to annotate domains in coding regions lost due to PTCs or gained due to SCLs. InterProScan cannot annotate domains in peptides shorter than 20 amino acids. Accordingly, for both SCLs and PTCs, we excluded truncated or expanded sequences from PTCs and SCLs that were shorter than 60 bp. PTCs can lead to a truncated protein or silencing of the gene by nonsense-mediated decay. Studies using D. melanogaster Adh transgenes suggested that the decay process was triggered if there was more than 400 bp between the stop codon and the polyadenylation site (Behm-Ansmant et al. 2007) . Because the average size of a 3# untranslated region is 200 bp in D. melanogaster (Retelska et al. 2006) , we looked for domains in coding sequences (CDS) truncations that were 200 bp or shorter, as these are predicted to avoid nonsense-mediated decay. For SCLs, we only used alleles from genes that were not predicted to trigger nonstop decay as described above. Extracted sequences were translated and sent in bulk to the InterProScan server (www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/InterProScan/).
Results and Discussion
Hundreds of SCPs Are Present in D. melanogaster
We searched through the 44 D. melanogaster genomes generated by DPGP (www.dpgp.org; Langley et al. 2012) for alleles that varied in the position of the stop codon, using the annotations of the D. melanogaster reference genome (version 5.16). To confirm that observed SNPs are not sequencing or assembly errors, we used direct sequencing and found that polymorphisms with an assembly quality score Q40 or greater were correct 60% of the time, whereas alleles with quality below Q40 were errors 80% of the time. This false discovery rate implies the quality of a DPGP Q40 SNP is actually much higher than Phred Q40 (see Materials and Methods and supplementary fig. 1 , Supplementary Material online). As a result, we used the DPGP genome assembly with a cutoff of quality score Q40 (bases with quality score lower than Q40 are treated as missing data). We defined the direction of the change for each allele with respect to the major allele in the population, which was not always the same as the annotated reference allele (supplementary table 2, Supplementary Material online). We considered the traditional approach of polarizing by ancestry but were unable to determine the ancestry of nearly half of the alleles (237 PTCs and 59 SCLs). This was often because of high levels of divergence between D. melanogaster and the D. yakuba/D. erecta clade.
In D. melanogaster, we observed 438 genes harboring 498 PTC alleles and 119 genes harboring 124 SCL alleles (table 1, supplementary table 2 , Supplementary Material online). After quality screening and polarization, there were a total of 1,667 occurrences of all minor alleles across all genomes-this gives roughly 37.9 SCPs per genome analyzed. Although we are confident that most of the observed SCPs are not sequencing or assembly errors, we created a more conservative data set by removing alleles that were present only once across the two D. melanogaster populations (table 1, nonsingletons). We performed our analyses using both data sets but present only results using all alleles unless the observations are different between the two data sets.
We expect our data set to be biased toward polymorphisms with minor fitness effects because the sequenced DPGP genomes were prepared as inbred strains (RAL populations) or strains with targeted pairs of homozygous chromosomes (MW populations). In both cases, polymorphisms that are strongly deleterious in nature were likely removed from the strains prior to sequencing.
SCPs Are as a Group Selected Against
Due to the potential impact of SCPs on the function and expression of the genes harboring them, we expected a priori that most SCPs should be selected against more strongly than other types of variation. Four aspects of the data supported our hypothesis. First, the density (the number of polymorphic sites per mutable site across the genome) of SNPs resulting in PTCs and SCLs are 0.00021 and 0.0029, respectively, both of which are small when compared with a density of 0.0089 for nonsynonymous sites and 0.090 for synonymous sites. Second, we found that the allele frequency distributions of SCPs of both types are skewed toward rare variants when compared with synonymous polymorphisms ( fig. 1 , chi-square test, P , 10 À16 [PTC], P 5 0.03 [SCL] ). The allele frequency distribution of PTCs is also more skewed than that observed for highly constrained nonsynonymous polymorphisms ( fig. 1 , chi-square test, P , 10 À11 ), whereas the distribution for SCLs was neither more nor less skewed than nonsynonymous polymorphisms ( fig. 1 ). We noted that several SCPs only affect some of the many isoforms of the genes they reside in. The fitness consequences of such polymorphisms are likely to be less extreme and may be less likely to be selected against. To test this hypothesis, we removed any SCPs that affected less than 50% of a gene's isoforms (18.9% of PTCs and 23.4% of SCLs; supplementary table 2, Supplementary Material online '',50% Isoforms''), repeated the comparison, and observed an even stronger enrichment of rare alleles for PTCs but no change in the result for SCLs.
Third, we found that both PTCs and SCLs were enriched for alleles that cause less extreme changes of the coding region length ( fig. 2) , suggesting that extreme alleles are more strongly selected against and less likely to be sampled. Assuming mutations occur randomly, the positions of PTCs within coding regions should be uniformly distributed. However, we estimated the empirical distribution of codons that are one mutational step away from a stop codon (one-step codons) and found that such codons are ''not'' uniformly distributed within CDS, having a slightly higher proportion of one-step codons in the 3# regions of genes ( fig. 2A , blue dots). We found that the distribution of PTCs was significantly different from both the uniform distribution and the one-step codon distribution (chi-square test, both P , 10 À4 ), with an excess of PTCs at the start and end of coding regions ( fig. 2A) . Our observation that an excess of PTCs are found near the start of CDS is intriguing. As expected, most of the alleles with highly truncated CDS are segregating at low frequency in the population with a few interesting exceptions (see below). The number of base pairs added after an SCL is expected to follow a ''Poisson'' process with parameter k as the mean length, provided that stop codons are randomly distributed in the 3# untranslated region. However, the absence of a stop codon can lead to gene silencing by nonstop decay (Vasudevan et al. 2002) , which is triggered when there is no stop codon prior to the polyadenylation site. In order to measure the effect of length expansion on allele frequency, we considered only those alleles that are not predicted to undergo nonstop decay (see Materials and Methods). Among these, the mean number of codons added was 5.5, with the longest and shortest expansions being 1 and 49 codons, respectively. We found that the distribution of length change was significantly different from the Poisson process expectation, with an excess of both small and large length changes (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, P , 10
À7
; fig. 2B ). The excess of small changes may be due to selection against extreme changes in gene length, whereas the excess of longer changes is intriguing and could be due to nonrandom distribution of stop codons in some 3# untranslated regions. Given these observations, we expected to see a negative correlation between the size of change caused by the SCP and its frequency in the population. However, we did not see this correlation for either PTCs or SCLs (Spearman's rank q, P all . 0.05). Restricting to alleles influencing more than half of a gene's isoforms yielded a similar insignificant result. It is possible that the realized allele frequency is more affected by the function of the gene in question than by the extremity of the allele.
Finally, we observed that there is a deficiency of genes harboring PTCs on the X chromosome compared with autosomes, which likely results from stronger purifying selection against deleterious recessive alleles on the X chromosome in males (1.56% for X chromosomes and 3.29% of autosomes, Fisher's exact test, P , 10 À3 ; fig. 3 ). This pattern was only marginally significant for SCLs (0.37% of X-linked and 0.91% of autosomal genes, Fisher's exact test, P 5 0.02). We repeated the analysis with SCPs that affected more than 50% of a gene's isoforms and found a significant paucity of SCLs on the X (0.18% of X-linked and 0.71% of autosomal genes, Fisher's exact test, P 5 0.007) and an even stronger X deficiency for PTCs (1.5% on the X and 3.4% on the autosomes, Fisher's exact test, P , 10
À4
). This pattern was not significant when we only considered nonsingletons because such alleles are likely to be less deleterious due to their high population frequency.
PTCs that trigger nonsense-mediated decay and SCLs that trigger nonstop decay are expected to have greatly reduced expression and to be functional null alleles. Alleles that escape these surveillance processes are likely to have impaired gene function. A priori then, these polymorphisms should have equal likelihood to be deleterious. However, this conclusion must be taken with caution, as it is not known how universal these processes are. We observed that the change in length of protein sequence is more dramatic in alleles harboring PTCs than SCLs ( fig. 2 ) and that most SCLs are not predicted to trigger nonstop decay. This is due to the fact that length expansion resulting from SCLs is constrained by the length of the 3# untranslated region, which is in general shorter than the coding regions where PTCs could happen. Therefore, it seems likely that PTCs would be more deleterious than SCLs. Our observations are consistent with this scenario. We found that PTCs are present at a lower density (0.00021 for PTCs and 0.0029 for SCLs), their frequency spectrum is more skewed toward rare variants (chi-square test, P 5 0.01), and a smaller proportion of PTCs are observed on the X chromosome compared with SCLs, though the difference was not statistically significant (8.43% for PTCs and 9.68% for SCLs, Fisher's exact test, P . 0.05).
Our empirical results support our hypothesis that SCPs of both types are selected against. If the alleles were strictly neutral and at equilibrium between genetic drift and mutation, 23.5% in a sample of 44 alleles are expected to be found only once (Tajima 1989 ). We observed a much more skewed frequency spectrum for SCPs (60.1% singletons), consistent with the hypothesis that selection removes SCP alleles from the population. However, it is worth asking whether the SCPs we observed are mostly deleterious (N e s .. 1). In D. melanogaster (where N e ; 10 6 [Kreitman 1983; Charlesworth 2009 ] and l ; 10 À9 per base per generation [Keightley et al. 2009 ]), the upper bound for the expected equilibrium frequency of a partially recessive deleterious allele under mutation-selection balance is l/hs 5 10 À3 (this assumes the least deleterious case, where N e s ; 10, h ; 0.1; Simmons and Crow 1977; Charlesworth and Charlesworth 2010) . With the assumption that segregating alleles are at equilibrium and conditioned on observing a segregating allele using binomial sampling, the probability of sampling a deleterious allele more than once among 44 chromosomes is around 2.1% (the probability of sampling nonsingletons divided by the probability of sampling a segregating allele at least once). This is much lower than the observed number of nonsingletons SCPs (39.9%). Accordingly, while we may have sampled a few SCPs with large fitness effects, an appreciable proportion of SCPs should be under weaker selection and are only weakly deleterious (N e s ; 1).
Most SCPs Are Newly Derived on the D. melanogaster Lineage
Given that SCPs are selected against as a group, we predicted that most SCPs should be newly derived. To infer whether SCPs are recently derived on the D. melanogaster lineage and to identify alleles with interesting evolutionary histories, we determined whether any of the six D. simulans genomes or the D. yakuba and D. erecta reference genomes shared each SCP with the D. melanogaster populations (fig. 4) . Three hundred and fifteen SCPs within D. melanogaster were fixed in D. simulans for the allele in the D. yakuba/D. erecta outgroup, suggesting a recent origin of these SCPs on the D. melanogaster lineage. Conversely, we found 13 alleles that are polymorphic in both D. simulans and D. melanogaster (''Polymorphic in simulans,'' supplementary table 2, Supplementary Material online), although only eight of these (four PTCs and four SCLs) have data available in the outgroup. These alleles likely have been segregating since before the species diverged approximately 5.4 Ma (Tamura et al. 2004 ) and are of substantial interest. We also observed that D. melanogaster population frequencies of SCL and PTC alleles that are shared between the two species are significantly higher than those that are specific to D. melanogaster, suggesting these shared polymorphisms may have been present for long periods of time (chi-square test, P , 10 À5 for PTCs and 0.03 for SCLs). However, we cannot exclude the alternative possibility that our observations were the result of independent mutations arising in the two lineages.
We next asked whether the age distribution of PTCs or SCLs differed from nonsynonymous or synonymous polymorphisms using chi-square tests (fig. 4) . We found that PTCs had an excess of Raleigh-and Malawi-specific alleles compared with either nonsynonymous polymorphisms (P , 10 À6 ) or synonymous polymorphisms (P , 10
À16
). The age distribution of SCLs was not different from the observations for synonymous polymorphisms (P . 0.05) but was different from either PTCs (P , 10 À8 ) or nonsynonymous polymorphisms (P , 10 À5 ), having an excess of alleles shared between the two D. melanogaster populations and with D. simulans. These results show that PTCs are even more likely to be new mutations than nonsynonymous polymorphisms, whereas SCLs show a very different pattern, with a similar age distribution as synonymous polymorphisms. This corroborates the pattern in our data that suggested PTCs are more strongly selected against than SCLs.
Among the D. melanogaster-specific alleles, 31 alleles are polymorphic in both D. melanogaster populations, 64 are segregating in only the Malawi population and 220 are segregating only in the Raleigh population ( fig. 4, inset table) . Previous research suggests that the Malawi population has higher overall polymorphism than non-African populations (Begun and Aquadro 1993; Haddrill et al. 2005; Hutter et al. 2007 ). However, after correcting for the effect of sample size (see Materials and Methods), we found no significant excess of alleles in the Malawi population (Fisher's exact test, P . 0.05). This may be explained by the recent demographic history of non-African D. melanogaster populations (Stephan and Li 2007) , which could result in less effective selection against deleterious SCPs. Finally, we found nine alleles where the major allele in the population is derived with respect to the inferred ancestral state (supplementary table 2, Supplementary Material online, Ancestor minor). These alleles have recently increased in frequency and are good candidates to be targets of recent positive selection (see below). allowed us to determine whether the current D. melanogaster major or minor allele was likely ancestral (side panel minor/major). Almost half of the alleles could not be categorized due to a lack of sequencing/alignment data from one or more species (''Missing data'') or because it was unclear whether the minor or major allele was ancestral (''Ambiguous history''). Pie charts show the proportion of alleles in each described age category for PTCs, SCLs, nonsynonymous SNPs, and synonymous SNPs.
Mutation Contributes to the Appearance of New SCPs
Our observations supported the hypothesis that most SCPs are likely to be either deleterious or weakly deleterious. Population frequencies of SCPs should thus be determined by the intensity of selection removing SCP alleles and the rate of new mutations increasing their frequency. Accordingly, we expected that genes with larger mutational targets and/or weaker selective constraint would be more likely to harbor SCPs. The mutational targets of PTCs are any codons that can mutate directly to a stop codon (one-step codons). Hence, genes containing a larger number of one-step codons should be more likely to harbor PTCs. We would expect the pattern to be even stronger when considering the proportion of codons that are one mutational step away from two stop codons (2-fold one-step codons, TAC, TAT, TCA, TTA, TGG). Indeed, although we did not find an excess of one-step codons in genes carrying PTCs, these genes had a significantly larger number of 2-fold one-step codons (32.1 vs. 28.2 Mann-Whitney U test, P 5 0.001). Additionally, the three stop codons of Drosophila are AT rich, and we observed higher AT content among PTC genes than other genes (49.5% vs. 46.4%, Mann-Whitney U test, P , 10
À16
). However, it is worth noting that most of the unpreferred codons in D. melanogaster are also AT-rich (Akashi 1994 ). Highly expressed slowly evolving genes have stronger codon bias and higher GC content (Duret and Mouchiroud 1999; Marais et al. 2004; Subramanian and Kumar 2004; Lemos et al. 2005; Larracuente et al. 2008 ), and we also found that genes carrying PTCs have weaker codon bias than other genes (Fop 0.44 vs. 0.51, Mann-Whitney U test, P , 10
À14
). Accordingly, it is difficult to tease apart whether mutation or indirect selective forces are the underlying cause of our observation that PTCs have larger numbers of 2-fold one-step codons.
The mutational target of SCLs is the original stop codon. We would predict that TGA and TAG stop codons should more likely to be lost than TAA codons because two possible mutations from the TAA retain a stop codon, whereas only one mutation from TGA or TAG is silent. Supporting this idea, we observed that TAA stop codons are more likely to harbor silent polymorphisms (minor allele has an alternative stop codon at the same position) than TAG or TGA stop codons (Fisher's exact test, P 5 0.02). However, we did not see the predicted paucity of TAA nonsilent changes among SCLs compared with TGA and TAG changes (Fisher's exact test, P . 0.05). Therefore, we cannot conclude that mutational bias has a strong role in the origin of new SCLs. Yet, this was a weak test as TAA codons have only a marginally lower chance of being lost than TAG or TGA codons (two of nine mutations are silent rather than one of nine).
Genes Harboring SCPs Exhibit Lower Evolutionary Constraint than Other Genes
Given our a priori expectations of fitness impacts of SCPs, the intensity of selection against an SCP depends both on how severely the SCP allele affects gene function and how essential the affected gene is. We can test the hypothesis that genes harboring SCPs are less evolutionarily constrained by comparing the dN/dS estimates between genes with and without SCPs. High dN/dS estimates can be interpreted as either elevated rates of adaptive evolution (positive selection) or as weaker selective constraint (reduced purifying selection). Here, we used the dN/dS ratio as a proxy for selective constraint, as most of the genes have a ratio well below one and so are not likely to be under positive selection. Our results are consistent whether or not we include genes showing evidence of adaptive protein evolution (dN/dS . 1). We found that genes harboring SCPs have significantly higher dN/dS ratios than other genes (MannWhitney U, P , 10 À6 for both PTCs and SCLs; fig. 5A ). We also used Tajima's D to address this question. Tajima's D summarizes the frequency spectrum of the withinpopulation polymorphism, and strong purifying or directional selection usually leads to highly negative Tajima's D estimates. We found no significant difference in Tajima's D between genes with and without SCPs ( fig. 5B) .
We might predict certain groups of SCPs are particularly likely to be under weak constraint or even affected by positive selection. For example, alleles that have increased in frequency recently could be under positive selection or could have drifted to fixation as nearly neutral alleles. We found that the nine genes harboring alleles in which the major allele is derived relative to the ancestral state (supplementary table 2, Supplementary Material online, Ancestor minor) had less negative (closer to zero) Tajima's D statistics and larger (but still on average , 1) dN/dS estimates than other genes or genes harboring other SCPs (Mann-Whitney U tests, P , 0.05 all tests). The genes carrying the 13 SCPs segregating in both D. melanogaster and D. simulans also showed a less negative Tajima's D than other genes and than other SCP genes (Mann-Whitney U test, P , 0.05 for both tests) and a larger, though insignificant, dN/dS ratio. Together, these observations are consistent with the hypothesis that genes carrying these subsets of SCPs are under weaker selective constraint than other genes. It is worth noting that our overall observation (SCP genes have higher dN/dS than other genes) was not driven by these special groups, as removal of these genes still yielded significant differences (Mann-Whitney U, P , 10 À4 for both PTCs and SCLs).
Genes Harboring SCPs Are More Narrowly Expressed than Other Genes
We found above that genes harboring SCPs are likely to be under weak functional constraint. The expression pattern of a gene is one of the most important indicators of gene function. It has been shown that genes expressed broadly and at a high level are more likely to be under strong selective constraint, whereas narrowly and weakly expressed genes are more likely to evolve with less selective constraint Larracuente et al. 2008) or frequent directional selection (Begun and Lindfors 2005; Schully and Hellberg 2006) . Given our observation that SCLs have elevated dN/dS ratios, we expected to see an excess of narrowly expressed genes. We used microarray expression data from FlyAtlas (Chintapalli et al. 2007 ) to determine whether genes harboring SCPs had different expression patterns than other genes. We asked whether genes harboring SCPs were more likely than other genes to have no detectable expression, and whether they were less likely to be expressed broadly (see Materials and Methods). Consistent with our predictions, PTCs and SCLs were significantly more likely than other protein-coding genes to be expressed in none of the tissues tested and significantly less likely to be expressed in all 20 tissues ( fig. 6A , inset, chi-square test, P , 0.05). We also asked whether there was an enrichment of genes expressed in particular tissues among either PTCs or SCLs. For each gene, we asked what the most highly expressed tissue was and determined whether each tissue was enriched or depleted among either type of SCP compared with all genes (fig. 6B ). PTCs were more likely than expected to occur in genes expressed at their highest level in the larval fat body (Fisher's exact test, P 5 0.011) and the adult midgut (Fisher's exact test, P 5 0.004), and they are less likely to occur than expected in genes expressed at their highest level in the ovary (Fisher's exact test, P 5 0.011). SCLs had no significant enrichment or depletion in any tissue. Genes expressed in the ovary include maternally deposited developmental genes, many of which are essential. This may explain why few ovary-specific genes carry PTCs. Conversely, the larval fat body is a common place for immunity genes to be expressed. Several SCPs in immunity genes have previously been observed (Jiggins and Kang-Wook 2005; Lazzaro 2005) . Furthermore, immunity genes are known to show unusually rapid copy number evolution (Sackton et al. 2007) , including changes in copy number due to duplication, deletion, and pseudogenization. As acquisition of stop codons can lead to pseudogenization, we may be witnessing the early stages of copy number evolution.
GO Analysis Shows SCPs Are Enriched for Chemoreceptors
We can also infer levels of functional constraint using the functional annotation of a gene. Loss-of-function alleles in genes with dispensable functions are less likely to be strongly selected against than similar alleles in essential genes. We used the GO annotation tool DAVID (see Materials and Methods) to determine whether genes with SCPs were enriched for specific functions. We found that genes with PTCs and SCLs are equally likely to be associated with at least one GO category as other genes (all genes 63.5%, PTCs 66.7%, SCLs 67.2%, chi-square tests, P . 0.05), indicating that genes with SCPs are not strongly biased toward unannotated genes. We found that PTCs were enriched for GO terms associated with proteolytic activity and that both PTCs and SCLs were enriched for GO terms associated with the sensation of chemical stimuli and the (table 2) . However, nonsingleton PTCs and SCLs did not show enrichment for these chemoreceptory GO terms. For both PTCs and SCLs, the enrichment of chemical sensation and plasma membrane GO terms appears to be driven by the fact that many gustatory receptors (GRs), odorant receptors (ORs), and other chemoreceptors (IRs) harbor SCPs. Most chemoreceptors are dispensable (i.e., null mutations do not cause lethality or sterility), and both GRs and ORs are known to evolve rapidly between species (Matsuo et al. 2007; McBride 2007; McBride et al. 2007; Dworkin and Jones 2009) . Therefore, it is unsurprising we find SCP alleles present in these genes in D. melanogaster.
Genes with Unusual Evolutionary Histories
The pattern of variation observed among SCPs is consistent with our expectations if SCPs are as a group selected against. However, we were also interested in investigating genes that may not be following this overall pattern. First, we noted that 56 genes harbored more than two SCPs in D. melanogaster (supplementary table 2, Supplementary Material online, ''Multiple alleles''). These genes may be evolving under weak selective constraint but could also be selected for multiple variants (diversifying or balancing selection). Named genes in this group included Acp26Aa, which is one of the most rapidly evolving genes in the D. melanogaster genome (Schully and Hellberg 2006; Wong et al. 2006) , att-ORFB, two GRs (Gr59f and Gr36a), and one predicted chemosensory protein (CheA86a). Acps were observed to undergo rapid loss-and-gain in the melanogaster species subgroup (Begun et al. 2006) , and length variations of Acp26Aa in this species subgroup have been described (Aguade 1998) . Several loss-of-function and PTC alleles of other Acps were also documented in a survey of natural variation (Begun and Lindfors 2005) . Consistent with this, we observed that Acp26Aa harbors one SCL allele that expands the open reading frame by one codon and one PTC allele that shortens it by seven codons, along with the major allele that matches the D. melanogaster reference annotation. It is possible that rapid diversifying selection of Acp26Aa FIG. 6.-SCPs are expressed in fewer tissues than other protein-coding genes. (A) All protein-coding genes (orange) were far more likely to be expressed in all 20 tissues tested than genes harboring either SCLs (green) or PTCs (violet) and far less likely than either group of SCPs to be expressed in none of the tissues tested (inset chi-square test, P , 0.01 for all cases). (B) Gene harboring PTCs were more likely than other genes to be expressed at their highest level in the larval fat body and midgut but less likely in the ovary. None of the assayed tissues are significantly enriched for genes harboring SCLs compared with other genes.
includes the acquisition of SCPs among other types of polymorphism. The observation of att-ORFB, one of the several transcripts from a bicistronic messenger RNA (mRNA) expressed in adult testes (Madigan et al. 1996) , is unsurprising given that many genes related to male reproduction are rapidly evolving in Drosophila (Zhang et al. 2004; Schully and Hellberg 2006; Richards et al. 2005) . Similarly, chemoreceptors are also known to rapidly evolve between species (Matsuo et al. 2007; McBride 2007; McBride et al. 2007; Dworkin and Jones 2009) . Genes that carry many SCPs warrant further study due to the possibility that diversifying selection may drive these genes to carry many alleles. On the other hand, not all of these genes have positive evidence for protein-coding ability, raising the possibility that their open reading frames are less constrained because they are mRNA-like noncoding RNA genes that are misannotated as protein-coding genes (Rymarquis et al. 2008) . Such genes would be expected to tolerate SCPs because they are not translated.
Another interesting group is nine genes (one PTC and eight SCLs) whose major alleles are derived relative to the ancestral state, possibly resulting from recent increases in allele frequencies (supplementary table 2, Supplementary Material online, Ancestor minor). However, only small protein length differences were generated by these SCP alleles. Most of these are unnamed genes and none have known functions. Two interesting cases are CG15531, a predicted stearoyl-CoA 9-desaturase, and att-ORFB, a testis-expressed gene that also harbors multiple SCP alleles (see above).
We noted that SCPs are enriched with alleles causing small as well as large protein length changes (see above). Among the PTC alleles causing extreme changes (truncation of more than half of the CDS), ten alleles have population frequency above 25%, and three named genes (gfA, Flo-2, and dpr2) are among this list. However, PTCs in these named genes influenced only a few isoforms out of the many isoforms of the genes, suggesting their influence on D. melanogaster fitness may be less severe than predicted by change of coding region alone. All the SCL alleles with extreme number of codons added or predicted under nonstop decay have low population frequency.
Finally, we observed 13 D. melanogaster SCP alleles that are also segregating in D. simulans and 4 of them (PTCs) are in named genes (Sucb, dpr2, Vha100-1, and Fak56D). Although large truncations of protein sequences (from 16% to 97% of CDS) were caused by PTCs in these named genes, only one isoform was affected. These results are generally consistent with our finding that purifying selection is removing mutations in essential genes or essential parts of genes and mutations causing extreme changes in protein length. These alleles usually affect only unnamed genes or a few isoforms of named genes. Thus, the unusual alleles we found may be explained by the overall pattern we have observed-SCPs are as a group selected against and affect weakly constrained genes. However, we also found an enrichment of genes previously known to be rapidly evolving within Drosophila or to harbor nonsense alleles (e.g., chemoreceptors and male-specific genes), indicating that SCPs might be important to the evolution of these genes.
SCPs Lead to the Loss and Gain of Protein Regions
Previous studies have shown that domains of proteins can be lost and gained through evolutionary time and that these mutations are biased toward the 5# and 3# ends of proteins (Bjorklund et al. 2005; Weiner et al. 2006 ). Although we observed that there is a bias toward SCPs causing small We found that 23 of 71 alleles causing truncations that are expected to escape nonsense-mediated decay had lost characterized sequence features including signal peptides, proteinbinding domains, DNA-binding domains, and catalytic domains. However, one caveat is that the exact trigger for nonsense-mediated decay is not well understood on a genome-wide scale (Behm-Ansmant et al. 2007; Hansen et al. 2009 ). Exactly which PTC alleles will lead to domain loss and which will lead to silencing will vary depending on how much the mechanism of nonsense-mediated decay differs between genes, which has not yet been established in Drosophila.
Among SCLs expected to avoid nonstop decay (the same set as used for gene expansion analysis above), we found one gene with an SCL allele resulting in the acquisition of an apparently novel sequence features. The SCL allele of muscleblind, which codes for a zinc-finger protein with roles in apoptosis, muscle development (Begemann et al. 1997) , and sexual behavior (Juni and Yamamoto 2009) , acquired a 20 amino acid signal peptide. This allele has a population frequency of 0.19, which is among the highest frequency SCLs. The idea that a protein might expand into its 3# untranslated region and acquire a novel peptide is intriguing and certainly warrants further functional study.
Conclusion
Natural mutations causing null alleles of genes have long been of interest to geneticists. Many of the first disease causing alleles characterized in humans carried PTCs (Chang and Kan 1979; Rosenfeld et al. 1992) , and null alleles of allozymes in Drosophila were some of the earliest natural variants to be characterized (Voelker et al. 1980; Langley et al. 1981; Burkhart et al. 1984) . Until recently, it has been unclear how common null alleles caused by variation in the position of stop codons are, as study has been restricted primarily to alleles defined by lack of function. Furthermore, we do not understand how stop codon variants first arise within populations, leading to changes in gene models over evolutionary time.
Here, we used newly available D. melanogaster genomes from North American and African populations and performed a genome-wide survey for alleles causing changes in the position of the stop codon. We found several hundred such polymorphisms segregating in the D. melanogaster genome, and these alleles are a mixture of deleterious and slightly deleterious mutations. SCPs had more extreme allele frequency spectra than other types of polymorphisms, were enriched for small changes in protein length, and were found less often on the X chromosome, indicating purifying selection is acting to reduce the frequency of such polymorphisms. An appreciable number of SCPs in more than one genome were also observed, suggesting some of the observed SCPs are subject to both the effects of selection and genetic drift. We also found evidence that both mutational pressure and selective constraint are important in determining the likelihood a gene harbors SCPs. We described several exceptional SCPs, which include alleles that are shared between D. melanogaster and D. simulans, alleles with high population frequency despite causing dramatically altered protein lengths, and alleles that arose and quickly became the major allele in D. melanogaster. Additionally, there are 56 genes that carry more than two alleles with different stop codon positions in D. melanogaster. These include rapidly evolving genes such chemoreceptors and male-expressed genes. Finally, one SCL gene, muscleblind, appears to have gained 3# sequence with similarity to a signal peptide. This implies the possibility for genes to gain domains as well as lose them.
Parallel resequencing projects have uncovered SCPs in humans (Yamaguchi-Kabata et al. 2008; Yngvadottir et al. 2009; Durbin et al. 2010) , providing an opportunity to contrast findings across species. The human and Drosophila data differ in some important ways-human genomes were sequenced in a heterozygous state, whereas the DPGP project sequenced homozygous flies. It is therefore expected that the human data would contain more alleles-especially deleterious alleles-than does the fly data. Indeed, the reported density of PTCs and number of observed PTCs per genome in humans is much higher than in Drosophila (PTC density: 0. Durbin et al. 2010) . Furthermore, it was reported that PTCs are distributed evenly across the coding regions in humans (Yngvadottir et al. 2009 ), which are in contrast to our observation that PTC alleles are enriched for those causing small changes. These differences may also be explained by the much smaller effective population size of human compared with Drosophila (Charlesworth 2009), which results in less effective selection. Furthermore, 59% of human nonsense alleles were found to be present in the homozygous state in some individuals (Yngvadottir et al. 2009 ). If this frequency was similar in Drosophila, a sampling of alleles in the heterozygous state should uncover many more SCPs than we were able to find in this study. Yet, we must be cautious when comparing these data sets because there may be different (and unknown) biases resulting from the fundamental differences in sequencing technology and SNPs-calling methods between the human and Drosophila data. Finally, while both the Drosophila and human data showed that selection is acting to reduce population frequency of nonsense SNPs as a whole, some SCPs violating this pattern were identified. Yngvadottir et al. (2009) reported MAGEE2, which appeared to have increased in frequency in Asian human populations despite causing a 77% truncation of the open reading frame. Likewise, we identified several SCPs that have increased in frequency (Ancestor minor alleles) and several genes that carry many SCPs. Intriguingly, GO enrichment analysis in both species found chemosensory receptors are enriched with nonsense SNPs, consistent with the idea that dispensable, rapidly evolving genes are more likely to harbor strong-effect mutations.
In sum, our study provides the first comprehensive description of the variation in stop codon position in Drosophila, and we show that polymorphisms changing the position of the stop codon were as a group selected against. However, a number of genes that broke this pattern in various ways were identified and warrant further analysis. Because the study system was Drosophila, this analysis also provides a list of D. melanogaster and D. simulans stocks harboring a variety of natural nonsense polymorphisms (supplementary table 2, Supplementary Material online), which can be readily applied to studies of the functional consequences of these natural variants.
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